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Marshall University 

Marshall University Saturday, May 10, 1980 at 11:00 a.m. in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 1979-80. This document should not be taken as an official record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 143rd Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Masters Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor Edwin A. Cubby Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor George Ward, II Prof. Robert P. Alexander Prof. Bruce J. Ardinger Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Thomas S. Bishop Prof. Mahlon C. Brown Prof. Jeanne M. De Vos Prof. Kenneth E. Guyer Prof. Louise P. Hoy Assistants: Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Prof. Howard Adkins Pro( Neal Adkins Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Luther White Prof. Howard L. Mills Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. Dan O'Hanlon Prof. William P. Sullivan Prof. Ruth T. Wellman Prof. Harold L. Willey Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Prof. William Kearns Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. James Stone Prof. Donald Tarter 
The 143rd Commencement Program President Robert Bruce Hayes, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor W. Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation ............................. Rabbi Frederick L. Wenger B' nai Sholom Congregation Introduction of Guests Introduction of Commencement Speaker Commencement Address-''Moments to Remember" Charles Hill Moffat Professor Emeritus Department of History, Marshall University Chorus, "Alleluia" ....................... : ........ Randall Thompson "Battle Hymn of the Republic" .......... Arrangement , Wilhowsky The Symphonic Choir and Wind Symphony Professor Wendell Kumlien, Conductor Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Recognition of Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates Presented by ............. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost John Deaver Drinko, Doctor of Laws Charles Hill Moffat, Doctor of Humane Letters Greetings ......................................... Philip E. Cline President, Marshall University Alumni Association "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional, "Pomp and Circumstance" . ................. Edward Elgar 
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
"The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct ... "
The quotation comes from the 
1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and 
one historian has attributed it to Presi­
dent Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian 
added his own wry comment: "President 
Corbly and his successors evidently met 
with considerable success in correcting 
this tendency." 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Marshall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological 
perspective, the academic melodrama 
started in 1837 when the good citizens of 
Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west--now the city of Huntington-­
decided they needed an annual school to 
provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new 
school on a knoll known as "Maple 
Grove, " site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also has served for some time as a 
subscription school for the area, open 
but three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holder-
by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­
taining their log "academy." The price: 
$40. 
That land is now the site of Old 
Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and SO feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was con­
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con­
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall Col­
lege. 
The coming of the Civil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support, accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,500 for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a 
small school, probably a subscription 
school, was maintained at the college-­
fulfilling a provision in the original deed 
from James Holderby which specified it 
was to be used" ... for the express pur­
pose of an Accademy (sic) and for no 
other use." The building also was used as 
a hospital during part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West 
Virginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many 
months of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­
proval of a bill establishing a "state (continued) 
normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized ad­ditions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table. . ." In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the pro­blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap­propriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.O. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually in­creased its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's for­tunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on 16th Street. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were completed in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was pub­lished in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "principal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col­lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­mended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name--a degree--conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Marshall was still a thriving junior col­lege. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1979 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,500, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time in­structors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine college and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community College and School of Nursing and School of Journalism. 
Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's degree candidates. Doctor's and Master's hoods worn by members of the faculty are colorful and elaborate. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Gold - Yellow Master of Business Administration - White Master of Arts in Journalism - White FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Sciences ............................. White Business Administration ................... Dark Grey Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Humanities ................................ Crimson Law ......................................... Purple Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .................................... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science ................................ Gold-Yellow Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods, but the color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
PHOTO BY WARD MORGAN 
Class of 1980 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates 
are distinguished by stoles worn with 
their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum 
Laude graduates are so distinguished by 
the Red Stoles and the Magna Cum 
Laude and Cum Laude graduates are 
distinguished by the Gold Stoles. Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Duane Allen Adkins 
Harold Edward Ayers, Jr. 
Carol Mildred Bareuther 
Jeffrey Allen Clemens 
Donna Kay Davis 
Jerry Lee Frame 
Eileen Kay Adams Fricke 
Robert Thomas Gallaher 
Dreama Dawn Garrett 
Bruce Dean Hieneman 
Sarah Etta Keatley 
Donna Lucille King 
Jean Chaney Lawson 
Marilyn Gaye Martin 
Bobby Anderson, Miller, II 
Mary Margaret Morrisette 
Derian Ann Rollyson 
Cindy Ann Sarnosky 
Marty Joel Stillpass 
Donna Umbach Stohr 
Dorothy Lee Stowers 
Cheryl Lynn Fuiks Wasserkrug 
Charles Douglas Westfall 
Kevin James Willis Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over­
all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. 
MickiAnne Frymier Alhadeff 
Rhonda Yvonne Allen 
Diane Windisch Ardinger 
Alice Denise Blackburn 
Brenda Edwards Bond 
Robin Lee Brumfield 
Beverly G. Merrick Childers 
Paula Tammie Click 
Creighton Pierce Conley 
Carl Edward Crabtree 
Constance McIntyre Curry 
Dean Dippolita 
Susan Kay Donahoe 
Todd Franklin Ellwood 
Leigh Erle Fowler 
Ann Louise Robinson Greene 
Shauna L. Grishaber 
Ruth Ann Hendrickson 
Robert Albert Hess 
Jeffrey Brian Hunt 
Kelly Michael Jackson 
Kima Lee Johnson 
Katrina Ann Johnston 
Harry Joseph Jones 
Dinah Ross Ledbetter 
Nancy Allison Mathwich 
Kelley Elizabeth McDonie 
Jane Lynne McFadden 
Perry Meadows 
Ligia Mora de Sanders 
Linda Kay Nichols 
Penny Sue Osborne 
Timothy Alan Paxton 
Susan Saiko Petryszak 
David Ray Pittenger 
W. Ford Price
Deanna Elkins Shields
Gary Keith Snowden
Rita Carper Sowards
Scott G. Stapleton
Jo Ellen Swan Stephens
Jeff W. Stewart 
Rhonda Elaine Suiter 
Judith Ann Taylor 
Ralph Wyatt Webb 
Jo Anne Weider 
Karen Hatfield White 
Sally Mills Williams 
Cynthia June Wolfe 
Michelle Diane Workman 
Jennifer Gail Yark 
Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Karen Marie Abramowicz 
Susan Lee Alley 
Patricia Ann Aluise 
Glenda Marie Ball 
Jacqueline Leigh Barker 
Janice Campbell Berry 
Carl Russell Blankenship 
Cheryl Ann Blevins 
Ralph Lee Booten, II 
Katrina Cline Brown 
Tamara Jean Browning 
Jerri Claudette Cable 
Michael Henry Cade 
Richard Dean Carlson 
Karen Beth Chandler 
Shelia Ann Chapman 
Nicholas William Chaput 
Bruce David Chesne 
Carol Lynn Clark 
Neil Edward Clark 
Donald Wayne Clay 
Peter James Conley 
Diana Lynn Cook 
Deana Lu Cooper 
Peggy Isaacs Damron 
Ruth Alice Davis 
Rebecca Sue Deskins 
Sharon G. Elliott 
Tamara Lynann Eye 
Margaret Lucinda Feagans 
Gay Conner Furrow 
Mark Lewis Garren 
Catherine E. Genevie 
Melanie Denise Gillispie 
Brenda Tully Glick 
Cheryl Ann Graham 
Tina Dare Blake Green 
Theresa Marie Grishaber 
Avery Allen Hager 
Judith Kay Hannah 
Kimberly Margaret Harris 
Sandra Lee Hatten 
Linda Massie Hay 
Paula Heck 
Melissa Marjory Henderson 
Sheila Ann Humphrey 
Thomas Anthony Kopitnik, Jr. 
Joseph Mark Kowalski 
Phyllis R. Krauss 
Danny R. Kuhn 
Denise Renee LeMaster 
Pamela Jean Lancianese 
Charles Delbert Lanham 
Mary Ann Lopez 
Mark Alan Lycan 
Cecilia Marie Lynch 
Kimberly Brooks Lyon 
Amalia Maria Marchi 
Kathy S. Massie 
Treva June Mathews 
James Carroll McCormick, II 
Sandra Kay McCormick 
Margaret Sue McDonald 
Donald Gordon McLam 
Jennifer Lynn Mearns 
Mary Kay Milby 
Terry Gail Burns Miller 
Kevin Wandel Morgan 
Jean Louise Morris 
David John Moses 
Cathy Dawn Carder Neilson 
David Ray Nunley 
Lynda Ann Nutter 
Susan Melinda O'Bryan 
Debra Kay Pack 
Alice Eleanor Hall Powers 
Pamela Jean Ross 
Micheal T. Schleith 
William Mark Simpson 
Michael Robert Sprouse 
Spencer Chaney Stinson 
G. Delaney Sturgeon
Debra Jane Surbaugh
Joan Carole Taylor
Krista Carey Thacker
Sara Lester Tschop
Elizabeth A. Turner
Michael Eugene Uhl
Susan Marie VanCleve
Kimberly Ellen Vineyard
William Allen White
Susan Ann Wickiser
Stephen Paul Williams
Dale Allen Wise
Gerald Lee Woods
Phyllis Gail Yark
Associate Degree Candidates The associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Lynette Adkins Michele Renee Blanford Rebecca Johnson Hale With Honors Melinda Diane Lewis Judith Ann Martin Joyce Venable Schill These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Teresa Lynn Allen Lawrence Edward Alton Kathy Sue Alvis Beverly Lou Berry Susan Diane Caldwell Beth Ann Campioni Sharon Hughes Chandler Jimmy Ray Christian Sandra Kay Christian Stephen Thomas De Bord Jan Perry Dickerson Terry Lee Grandstaff Jeannie Martin Hale Jane Daugherty Hannum Lea Ann Harvey Margo Rene Davis Jackson Judith Douglass Jones Cheryl Jane Stemple Kittrell Victoria Lee Kovach Cynthia Ann Lawson Anne Lanette Lewis Denise Lynn Matics Donna Jean McClung Dreama Stump McDonald Sue Ann King Moore Cassandra Sue Neill Tammy Lea Newhouse Nicky Lee Pickens Brenda Jean Ray Angela Yvonne Roberts Loretta M. Stump Sharon Lynn West Suzanne Marie White Sheila Renee Wood 
Military Commissions Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following seniors will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 10, 1980: *Bruce David Chesne, Regular Army (Engineers)Emmett Dickson Cooper, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)Katherine Louise Dooley, United States Army Reserve (Military Intelligence)Richard Andrew Gullickson, United States Army Reserve*Nelson Gustavo Hernandez, United States Army ReserveMary Emma Higgins, United States Army Reserve (Military Intelligence)Calvin Glenwood Kelly, III, United States Army ReserveJames Mason Lockhart, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)*Martin Re'Nald Meador, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)Edward Anthony Muth, United States Army ReservePaul Vincent Muth, United States Army ReserveDawn E. Ray Tatum, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)The following named individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army since May 1979: Joseph Fredrick Baisden, United States Army Reserve (Quartermaster) John Bryan Ciochetty, United States Army Reserve (Air Defense) *William Boyd Clark, Regular Army (Military Police)Donald Ray Jarrell, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)Louis Livingston Lee, Jr, United States Army Reserve (Air Defense)*Timothy Donald Loudermilk, Regular Army (Field Artillery)*Stephen Garrett Wagner, Regular Army (Air Defense)Kewyn Louis Williams, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)*Distinguished Military Graduates

Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
Candidates presented by Dr. Philip J. Rusche, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 
Bachelor of Arts 
Karen Marie Abramowicz 
Gayle Joyce Adkins 
Genethel V. Adkins 
Kathy Jo Adkins 
Susan Lee Alley 
Patricia Ann Aluise 
Cheryl Lynn Arthur 
Cynthia Lee Westover Auld 
Rebecca Jean Ballard 
Jacqueline Leigh Barker 
Deborah Kay Barnett 
Gloria Ann Bell 
Marsha Anne Benjamin 
Cynthia Ann Berry 
Lonnie Dean Best 
Brenda Edwards Bond 
Janet Lee Booth 
Barbara E. Brady 
Johnnie Will Braswell 
Lucinda Ann Brown 
Del Jean Browning 
Donna May Browning 
Lora Ann Browning 
Tammy Jo Bailey Browning 
Theresa Ann Burrows 
Deborah Lynn Casto 
Patricia Dianne Chizmar 
Carol Lynn Clark 
Donald Wayne Clay 
Frances Alberta Cline 
James Anthony Colegrove 
Deena Lavonne Coleman 
Julian Cardwell Cooley 
Donald Eugene Crookshanks 
Denecia Merritt Damron 
Donna Kay Davis 
Ann Elizabeth Deatherage 
Loretta Gay Dempsey 
Vicki Lynn Dent 
Rebecca Sue Deskins 
Gina Anne Dial 
Stephanie Jones Diamond 
Rebekkah Joyce Dick 
Kenneth Lee Dunn 
Susan Lynn Durst 
Tamra Ann Eastham 
Pamela Sue Ellis 
Catherine Sue Elswick 
Barry Michelle Farley 
Brenda Wayne Ford 
Scottie Marie Ford 
Deborah Lee George Frazier 
Eileen Kay Adams Fricke 
Pamela Jo Galloway 
Cheryl Lynn Maddy Garrison 
James Seldon Gearhart, II 
Catherine E. Genevie 
Carlos G. Gibson 
Thomas R. Gibson 
Melanie Denise Gillispie 
Charles William Glover, II 
Tina Dare Blake Green 
Theresa Marie Grishaber 
Richard Andrew Gullickson 
Tammy Lynn Hager 
Alan Miller Hall 
Michael Alan Hamrick 
Judith Kay Hannah 
Sharon Esther Hanshaw 
Brenda Kay Harlow 
Kelly Ransbottom Harlow 
Teresa Joyce Henritze 
Lisa Kay Henry Lois Ann Hoffman Lynda Marie Hughes Sheila Ann Humphrey Terrie Lynn Humphreys Karen Sue Hyre Anthony Chilaka Ihunnah Carolyn Sue Jarrell Cathrine Ann Jarrell Lucinda Ann Jarvis Sharon Gail Jervis Barry Lee Johnson Brenda Kay Johnson Katrina Ann Johnston Myra Lynn Kincaid Donna Lucille King Tina Louise Kirkland Teresa Ann Lacy Debra Kay Lawrence James Mason Lockhart Susan Denise Lutz Mark Alan Lycan Kimberly Brooks Lyon Amalia Maria Marchi Nancy Allison Mathwich David Franklin Matthews Sharol Jean Maynard Sharon Denise Metz McCormick Jeffrey Alan McCroskey Jane Lynne McFadden Jennifer Lynn Mearns Michelle Marie Meca Hazel Marie Messer Helen Kimberly Midkiff Kyle Renee Miller Terry Gail Burns Miller Tony Craig Miller Russell Craig Milliken Ernestine Maria Montroso Edward Ward Morgan Jean Louise Morris Mary Margaret Morrisette Harry U. Mullins Deborah Anne Mychesky Deborah Ann Nagler Thomas Patrick Nolan Armilenta Witherspoon Olateru-Olaghegi Jennifer Leigh Oldaker Sharon Leigh Orr Debra Kay Pack Cynthia Sue Patient Rebecca Jean Paugh Charlotte Ann Pearson Joan Lauren Perdue Susan Saiko Petryszak Jennifer Thompson Plymale Debrah Ann Poveromo Alice Eleanor Hall Powers Dianne Louise Prichard David Anthony Ramella Brian Keith Reed Dwain Howard Rowe Heather Frederita Russell Carole Eileen Saunby Robin Denise Scites Mark Semanco Franklin O'Dell Shaffer Candace Sue Sheppard Richard Milton Simmons Bernice G. Smith Leslie Carol Snider Kimberly Ann Sobataka Julie Sue Sommer Sandra Maureen Stacy Pamela Dawn Staley Libby Caligan Stephens Laura Anne Stephenson Wendy Lynn Stepp Donna Umbach Stohr Sanjevi B. Subbiah Joyce Ann Paris Stratton Debra Jane Surbaugh Selden Cook Stone Jennifer Lynne Surber Patricia Ann Surgeon Perry Joe Tilley Susan Marie VanCleve Bonnie Jacqueline Varney Kay Frances Vincen Kimberly Ellen Vineyard Karen Ann Walker Jeanne Marie Ward Tola Anne Webb Lisa Marie Wellman Beatrice A. Werkheiser Paul Kenneth Wheeler Margaret Louise Waddell White Teresa June Whittington Dale Edward Williams Carla Danette Wilson Jerra Sue Cremeans Wolford Judy Lynn Workman Larette Arlene Yost Mary Elisabeth Young Bachelor of Science Salvatore Joseph Arrigo, Jr. Donald Edward Barstow Connie Norris Darocha Warren Paul Dial Gilmer Wolfe Hines, Jr. Mark E. Kees Julia Ellen Switch Nancy Gayle Toothman Jane Blair Vickers Deborah S. Wanzer 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Bachelor of Arts Mary Beth Arnett Richard William Baisden Glenda Marie Ball Janice Johnston Ball Janice Campbell Berry Alice Denise Blackburn Gordon Ray Bolin Patricia Ann Bostic Walter Joseph Brison, Jr. William Byron Buchanan Penny Louise Burton Jerri Claudette Cable Sue Holley Carroll Gerri Young Chaffin Joyce Lucille Eastham Chaffin Randy Joe Chafin Jeanne Davis Chambers Lou Ellen Chatterton 
Debra Strain Cooper Randolph Barrett Cullum Cindy Rose Cummings Constance McIntyre Curry Peggy Isaacs Damron Linda Margaret Davis Ruth Alice Davis Betty Terrill Dennison Dean Dippolito Mark Anthony Doboney Jane Moore Elliott Kristi Annette Ferguson Sonya Ferrell Pamela Ann Fleck Leigh Erle Fowler Tamara Lynn Fowler Darrylin Butcher Frederick Sandra Lynn French Gay Conner Furrow Hattie Lynn Gilliam Brenda Tully Glick Lucille Virginia Haines Willa Hammonds Hall Patricia Faye Hannah Dawnetta Sue Hicks Phyllis Lafon Hopkins Terri Lynne Howard Gewanna Renae Johnson Heidi Jo Johnson Mike Johnson Robert Lee Johnson Sandra Courts Johnson Brenda Jean Jude Sandra Kay Hughes Kauffer Sarah Etta Keatley Myra Lynn Keyser Labus Denise Renee LaMaster Jennifer Lee Lamb Dinah Ross Ledbetter Shelia Lynn Leftwich Donita Meadows Lilly Mary Ann Lopez Terry Winson Lusher, Jr. Gary Allen Marks William James McCormick, Jr. Kelley Elizabeth McDonie Deborah Ann Meadows Amy Lynn Messinger Carol Jean Miller Beth Carnrike Monk Frances Janellyn Moore Rhonda Jan Morehead Charmaine Marcum Mullins Linda Kay Nichols Lota Catherine Nickell Annette Michelle O'Dell Debra Ann Pack James Rogers Peet Wanda Joyce Porter Gladys Jackson Pratt Terri Leigh Roberts Pamela Jane Rothrock Theresa Catherine Salvatore Cathy Aliff Samples 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1979 Bachelor of Arts Janet Carol Abrams Alisa Marie Adams Peggy Ann Adkins Delphia Lysa Archer Vivian Ann Birchfield Dennis Ray Bozic Tamara Jean Browning Mary Stephanie Bush Jerry Wayne Dotson Dana Scott Gentry Sara Lynn Graham Patricia Adkins Hicks Douglas Lee Johnson Carol Ann King Dianna Lynn Kuhl Treva June Mathews James Richard McComas Cathy Dawn Carder Neilson Roy E. Patrick, Jr. Gisele Roome Randy Lee Shafer Amanda Ann Sheets JoAnn Dingess Shepherd Donna Long Sprowls College of Education Eunice Marie Scott Donna Price Smith Rita Carper Sowards Patricia Ann Spano Deborah Bailey Spicer Jo Ellen Swan Stephens Terri Lynn Stinson Grace Patricia Stotz Dorothy Lee Stowers Diana Lynn Taylor Joan Carole Taylor Krista Carey Thacker Gregory Allen Thomas Phyllis Ann Thomas Teresa Terry Thompson Bickford Lee Tice Sahndra Kaye T weel Marilyn Frances Via Stephen Garrett Wagner Melissa Kay Watts Lanita Eugenia Wentzel Gerald Lee Woods Ricky Ray Woods Bachelor of Science Melvin E. Adderton Bill Bernard Bailey, II Terri Lea Cox Mark Allen Dillon Lynn Lee Keeney Hayes Thomas Lee Slack Bachelor of Science Thomas Cannon Berry Robert Orlie Farren, Jr. Donald Gordon McLam Eileen Cecilia McMann Alane Ann Messner Jo Anne Weider Beverly Sue Willis 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 Bachelor of Arts Rhonda Yvonne Allen Hunter Dorsal Brown, II Katrina Cline Brown Vicki Elaine Brown Charles Cecil Cline Robert Brent Coleman Judy Ann Mahone Davis Judith Elaine Demyan Philip Andrews Du Vall Emma Jackson Garrett Marsha Ann Dodrill Hale Frances Lulita Halstead Lois Ann Hanshaw Linda Massie Hay Vicki Colette Hodge Timothy Donald Loudermilk Rebecca Jane Lubonia Jacquelyn Ann McGinnis Deborah Bowen McGlone Paula Lynn Milby Jeanette Lynn Oldaker John Richard Sauvage Lydia Mendez Seplocha Juanita Marie Steele Ramona Ivy Thompson Karen Hatfield White Bachelor of Science Dean Curtis Dickson 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Dr. George J. Harbold, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 Bachelor of Arts MickiAnne Frymier Alhadeff Elizabeth Pauline Allen Cynthia Ann Bailey Glenna Louise Bailey Cheryl Ann Blevins Brenda Charlene Booth Gwendolyn Kay Chandler Keith Edward Chapman Shelia Ann Chapman Beverly G. Merrick Childers John Bryan Ciochetty Karen Lynn Clatworthy Paul Anthony Clay Paula Tammie Click Andrew Terrian Coiner Karen Sue Conley Diana Lynn Cook William Woodrow Cook Edward A. Corkran James 0. Daniels Katherine Louise Dooley Timothy Thomas Effingham Ronald Livingston Ellis, Jr. Y assamin Entezamvaziri Margaret Lucinda Feagans Thomas Brian Galvin Douglas Edward George Diana Lynn Gettys Elizabeth Ruth Goodwin Janet Lynn Graber Ann Louise Robinson Greene Avery Allen Hager Frank Warren Haight, Jr. Susan Lynn Haney Kimberly Margaret Harris Melissa Marjory Henderson Robert Jeffrey Henderson Ruth Ann Hendrickson Mary Emma Higgins Twanna Lynn Holton Jeffrey Brian Hunt Judith Ann Jeffries Danny Ray Jividen Joseph E. Johns Kima Lee Johnson Gregory S. Jones JoAnn Willis Jones Daniel Eugene Justice Craig Joseph Karges Robin Ann Keith Kathy Diane Kensinger Janice Lynn Knight Pamela Jean Lancianese Vied Leigh Lawrence Susan Sheryl Lemley Paul Hurl Loflin, Jr. Leonard Madu Sandra Kay McCormick Richard Rene McLaughlin Martin Re'nald Meador Benita Luanne Meadows Candice Ruth Meadows Michael Lynn Mick Donald Patrick Morris Douglas Ken Morris Joseph Gerald Murphy Mary Alice Nash Donald E. Osborn Penny Sue Osborne Robert Arthur Peck Gary Leslie Pfleger James Edward Piccirillo James Bernard Poindexter Tawna Carol Preston W. Ford PriceDeborah Lynn RamseyCharles Laurence RobinsonDiane Sue RossSallye Jo RunyonLyda Suzann SidersWilliam Mark SimpsonThomas Eugene SteppThomas Francis StevensRhonda Elaine Suiter Angela Yvette Swayne Dawn Elizabeth Ray Tatum John Stephen Taylor Sara Lester T schop Elizabeth A. Turner Melvin Lee Tyree Pauline Wylma Urbahns James Mark Watts Charles E. Wetherall, Jr. Robert Ora Wheeler Deborah Anne Wilkinson Stephen Paul Williams Kevin James Willis Cynthia June Wolfe Marcia Jean Wright Teresa Lynn Yarbro Bachelor of Science Rhonda Gail Adkins Michael Darrell Bailey William Terry Bare Carol Mildred Bareuther Karen Lynette Bias Carl Russell Blankenship Sandra Lee Blankenship Toni Maria Britton Charley C. Brumfield Sandy June Bryant Pamela Leigh Carroll Lonni� Keith Chadwick Bruce David Chesne William Delbert Cole Peter James Conley Janet Elaine Conner Carolyn S. Daniels Tamara Lynann Eye Sally Patricia Garvin Mark Stephen Gibson Mary Ellen Hendricks Deborah Kay Hoke 
Cynthia Renee Johnson Celestine Y. Kanney Elizabeth Anne Konieczny Donna Maria Martin Keith Curtis McNeely Lucy B. Melton Rhonda S. Milam Terrence Edward Olson Joseph Allen Parsons Victoria Persinger Thomas Edward Shreves Jay Paul Slaughenhoupt Lisa Marie Spelman Mark Steven Swecker David Sidney Torlone Thomas E. T rippy Valerie Ann Vaughan Denise Joy Walker Brenda Joyce Waller Cheryl Ann Winter Douglas Scott Wright Bachelor of Social Work Patricia S. Bolen Sandra Gayle Taylor Bachelor of Fine Arts Caryn Conley Carter Patricia Ann Prunty Associate in Science Keith Curtis McNeely 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Bachelor of Arts Timothy Francis Brunicardi Michael William Cherry Judith Crawford Davis Carol Ann Eiselstein Thomas Walden Kendrick Danny R. Kuhn Jeffrey Joseph Lettieri Thomas Arthur Maguire Jimmy A. Runyon Lenore Tierney Savage Linda Griffith Slone Sherri Jean Taylor Timothy Alden Taylor William Lloyd West Bachelor of Science William Charles Atwell Timothy Edward Beaty Anita Bhutani Nancy Lee Billups Carol Sue Bowen Susan Porter Champagne William Boyd Clark Stephen Tyler Guerry Kenneth Dean Sales, Jr. Associate in Science Carl Eugene Berlin, Jr. 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1979 Bachelor of Arts Abdulrahman Abdullatif Al-Osail Joseph Fredrick Baisden Ralph Lee Booten, II Bernard Earl Coston Joseph Anthony Cupelli, Jr. Charles Edward Derbyshire, Ill Terry Lee Duffield Bonnie Lee Edwards Bonnie Kay Evicks Sandra Lee Hatten Jean Chaney Lawson Shauna L. Grishaber Victoria Diane Lawton Rowsey Mary Elizabeth Smith John Harlan Stanley G. Delaney SturgeonGeorge Arnold Walden, II Bachelor of Science Thomas Louis Nickels Michael David Pritchard Gwenona Porter Stacy Deanna Elkins Shields Associate in Science Thomas Louis Nickels Kenneth Dean Sales, Jr. 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 Bachelor of Arts David Keith Burford Terry Glenn Cline Carolyn Whetsell Gore Mia Louise Hooper Karen S. Karr Sheree Lynn Knotts Judith Ann Taylor Marcella Ann Y onkosky Bachelor of Science Julia Diane Fox John Dennis Woolfolk College of Liberal Arts 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Dr. Sara E. Anderson, Dean 
Candidates for Degree May 10, 1980 Bachelor of Business Administration Patricia Lee Adams Diane Windisch Ardinger Maria Elena Recio Baisden Pamela Gail Barnhart Larry Wade Bell Don Michael Blevins Jerry Michael Bradberry John P. Brandenburg, Jr. John Douglas Brandfass Dewey J. Brennan Robin Lee Brumfield Sheldon Gilman Burgess Cledith Vernon Campbell, Jr. Josette La Verne Carey Neil Edward Clark Neal Lorenzo Collins Steve William Colopietra Jerry Bennett Conner Deana Lu Cooper Michael William Corey Carl Edward Crabtree Pamela Denise Crockett Mark Edward Crouch Kay L. Davidson Gail Drew Davis Karen Gwyn Davis Susan Lynn Davis David C. DelPapa John Lee Dial Susan Kay Donahoe Sharon G. Elliott Todd Franklin Ellwood Cynthia Ann Enelow Randy L. Ewing Paul Kendall Fleshman Anthony Wayne Folden J. Victoria ForsmanStewart Anthony FowlerThurston Rudolph Friar, Jr.Dreama Dawn GarrettJames Russell GillispieCharles Patrick Goheen Stephen Andrew Goheen Linda Ann Graham Kathi Lynn Hanley Paula Heck Karin Sue Hicks Regina Litha Holeston Kevin Stewart Hughes Sylvester Omo Idehen Felix N. lwotor Ronald Errol Jackson Sheila Bacote James Dale Lewis Johnson Larry Joe Johnston Robert Allan Jones Kyle Watkins Key Roger Ernest Kincaid Dwayne Keith Kitchen Mark Steven Kitchen Linda Green Knight Thomas Kenton Kuhn Donald Scott Lane Charles Delbert Lanham John Michael Larkin, Jr. Helen Jane Lester Geoffrey Lynn Litteral Eddie Neil Long John Donald Malone, Jr. Marilyn Gaye Martin Scott David Mathis James Michael McAlister Cristine Marie McCoppin James Carroll McCormick, II Margaret Sue McDonald Regina Ann Messick Betty Sue Mick Mary Kay Milby Robin Annette Miller Kevin Wandel Morgan Carla Susan Morrison Susan Rebecca Mullins Robert Patrick Mulreaney Paul Thomas Newcome Rita Nichols Lynda Ann Nutter Susan Melinda O'Bryan Magnus Chibueze Okoye Uchenna S. Okponyia Joel Timothy Patton John Michael Pauley Timothy Alan Paxton Robert Anthony Prestera Dwain Franklin Pridemore Lucinda K. Pritsch David Curtis Ray Nancy Carol Robertson Derian Ann Rollyson Joseph Jeffrey Rutherford Sanjeev Sachdeva James Scott Sadler Abdulhadi Alawi Salem Cindy Ann Sarnosky Brent Alan Saunders Micheal T. Schleith T erie Sue Schoolcraft Victor Lasalle Simpson Donald David Sisk, II Claude F. Smith Jerry Neal Smith Richard N. Smith Sulaimon Olalekan Soetan Thomas John Solomon Samuel Lawrence Spurlock Scott G. Stapleton Pamela Kay Stepto Cynthia Ruth Stone Carmel Lee Strader Mary J. Strong Kathleen Anne Tighe Bruce C. Toler Mark Allen Tolliver Robert K. Tomblin Deanna Lynn Van Way Kevin Arnold Walker Robert Alan Wellman 
Daniel Thomas Wells 
Jennifer Lynn White 
William Allen White 
Dwight H. Whitmer 
Sue Ann Wickiser 
James Tyler Williams 
John Roger Wilson, Jr. 
Dale Allen Wise 
James Frederick Wolfe 
Michelle Diane Workman 
Kevin Lee Yonker 
Phyllis Gail York 
College of Business Associate in Science 
Vickie Elizabeth Deaton Adkins 
Gabriel Sue Canada 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Tamara Sue Belville 
John Everett Bennett 
Thomas William Bonene 
Michael Henry Cade 
Robert Charles Campbell 
Karen Beth Chandler 
Nicholas William Chaput 
John Patrick Crickard 
Wilda Gay Crouch 
James Marsh Davis 
Ronald Mark Dawkins 
Sandra Swain Dempsey 
Thomas Kirk Dodrill 
Richard L. Fisher 
Gary Wayne Folden 
Mark Lewis Garren 
Gary Lee Garrett 
Mark Earle George 
Carl Jeffrey Gibbs 
William Darrell Gibson, II 
Cheryl Ann Graham 
Russell Gregory Hall 
Lyle Edward Helmick 
Bruce Dean Hieneman 
Keith Hornbuckle 
Terri Lynn Hurley 
Isaac Uchechukwu ldigo 
Harry Joseph Jones 
Gerald Marc Kearns 
Guy Dingess Kiely 
David Michael Kline 
John David Kyle 
Kathy S. Massie 
Thomas Gerard McCormick 
Ikechukwu S. Mgbechikwelu, Jr. 
Terry Lynn Miller 
William Barry Mosser 
David Edward Mueller 
Teresa Brennan Nibert 
Harvey Maurice Pannell 
Mark Stephen Patrick 
James Timothy �agland 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1979 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Duane Allen Adkins 
Sharon Rose Simms Adkins 
Theresa Lorrene Burchett 
Apollo Dennis Chukwuemeka 
Nathaniel Joseph Cosby, Jr. 
Nancy Jean Crutchfield 
Michael A. Ferraro 
Paula Jo Ann Shepherd Fryer 
Jeffrey Jay Jordan 
Rick Edwin Kirkendall 
Nick Delman Lambros 
Louis Livingston Lee, Jr. 
Nancy Beth Lieving 
Cheryl S. Marshall 
James Anthony Reed 
Larry Paul Rowe 
Joseph Alan Salvato 
Jeffrey Scott Sandy 
Catherine O'Connell Seamonds 
Richard Coffman Smailes 
Gary Keith Snowden 
Ronald Douglas Stamper 
Jeff W. Stewart 
Spencer Chaney Stinson 
David Alan Stowasser 
Larry Douglas Toler 
Aaron Okechukwu Umeh 
Dorothy Kathryn Votti 
Cheryl Lynn Fuiks Wasserkrug 
Danny Steven Wellman 
Charles Douglas Westfall 
Michael Edward Whaley 
Jeffery Wayne White 
Rodney Earl Wilkinson 
Jennifer Gail York 
William Lee McClure 
Gary Gene Moore 
Daniel Jay Sellitti 
Danny Gene Smith 
Lambert Taylor Warman, III 
Joseph Bryan Wilson 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 
Bachelor of Business Administration Lynn Ann Barnhart John Boyce Bartholomew, Jr. Ronnie Ray Blankenship Thomas Michael Bowles Jeffery Lee Boyd John Edward Bryan John William Calendine Chester Blaine Chafin, Jr. John David Heatherly Paul Marshall Higgins Joshua Thomas Holland, II Joleyne Maria Jackson David Palmer Kerns Hugh Cooke Ladd Edward Braxton Leaberry David Carl Nutter David Ray Pittenger Kevin Michael Ray Anne Elizabeth Robertson George Edward Stern 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Dr. Edward S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 Bachelor of Science 
Diana Gail Adkins 
Harold Edward Ayers, Jr. 
Lawrence Owen Berkery 
Alan Edward Brant 
Scott Daniel Callaghan 
Joni Suzette Canby 
Richard Dean Carlson 
Susan Gail Chandler 
Jeffrey Allen Clemens 
Creighton Pierce Conley 
Phillips Champion Emmons, Jr. 
Jeffrey Raymond Farley 
Robert Christian Field 
Arnold Fojas Figueroa 
Lisa Whitney Flower 
Jerry Lee Frame 
Mitchell Steven Fuscardo 
Robert Thomas Gallaher 
David Richard Gaskins 
Ernest Michael Gilliam 
Billy Davis Goad, Jr. 
Sharon G. Goodnite 
Michael Joseph Haines 
Gloria Ann Hanson 
Mark Allen Hyde 
Kelly Michael Jackson 
Thomas Anthony Kopitnik, Jr. 
Joseph Mark Kowalski 
Phyllis R. Krauss 
Susan Eileen Lovell 
Joe Milton Lycan 
Michael Blaine Lynch 
Bobby Anderson Miller, II 
Sheryl Lynn Morris 
Oavid Ray Nunley 
Samuel Asa Peppers, Ill 
Toni Ann Phillips 
Gregory Kevin Price 
Jack Wilson Pullen 
Darrell Edward Samples 
Frank Michael Santoro 
Mahmoud Sharifnia 
Kevin Sanford Smith 
Daniel Raymond Therry 
Michael Alan Thompson 
Stephen Gregory Tolley 
Michael Eugene Uhl 
Michael A. Weant 
Ralph Wyatt Webb 
David Michael Welch 
Kenneth Lee Wright Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Stephen Lee Finley 
Robert Albert Hess 
David John Moses Bachelor of Science Associate in Applied Science Carol Ann Adkins in Medical Technology 
Virginia "Jenny" Carpenter 
Cynthia Hatfield Caudill 
Kathy Louise Foster 
Thomas Alan Haun 
Michele Diane Hoffman 
Sherry Johnson Jesse 
Gloria Angela Sandon 
Sally Mills Williams Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Richard B. Akers 
Della Marie Curtis 
Carla Elizabeth Harmon 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Bachelor of Science 
Jennifer Sue Blake 
Jennifer Sue Giles 
Ligia Mora de Sanders 
Pamela Jean Ross 
Gary Alan Stone 
Cathy Lynn Stull 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1979 Bachelor of Science 
Jorge Juan Barquet 
Ronald Lee Bird 
David Michael Brumfield 
Jonathan Jeffrey Escue 
John Grant Kell 
Perry Meadows 
Ernest Edward Perdue 
Carmen Sue Powell 
Lee Scott Rigsby 
Associate in Applied Science 
Teresa Lynn Allen 
Lynn Marie Byard 
Mary Pat Cales 
Terri Susan Davis 
Connie Sue Hayes Finley 
Julie Ann Henry 
Kelly Marie Lynch 
Donna Jean McClung 
Loretta M. Stump 
Douglas Arthur Thompson 
Jo Ann Todd 
Natalie Susan Ward 
Patricia Lynn Wilson 
Patricia Diane Witrpenn 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 Bachelor of Science 
Geraldine Collins 
Donal Jeffrey Greene 
Helen Kent Marple 
Tony James Murphy, Jr. 
Donna Suzanne Riggs 
Harold Eugene Sidler, III 
Mich
!'-
el Robert Sprouse 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Jeffrey Allen Clemens 
. - ,, . -- - -- -�-
School of Nursing 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert W. Coon, Vice President of Health Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Faye Farmer Teresa Rene Hutton Cecilia Marie Lynch Cynthia Lee Moore Associate in Science in Nursing Lynette Adkins Sandra Kay Akers Mary Ann Barker Kimberly Anne Bowery Catherine Sue Brumage Burkett Sandra Kay Burris Sandra Kay Christian Rebecca Mary Clifford Peggy Sue Collins Kendra Joan Day Jan Perry Dickerson Donna K. Austin Edwards Diana Marie Johnston Farley Patricia Ann Fenton Margaret Gail Porter Fletcher Cheryl Lynn Gibson Kay M. Gilland Elizabeth Diane Goff Rebecca Lynn Goff Rebecca Johnson Hale Jane Daugherty Hannum Lea Ann Harvey Mary Georgeann Farmer Harvey Melanie Lynn Hite Cynthia Hendrick Hodges Jennie Jeananne James Carol Ann Jenkins Cynthia Diane Jones Judith Douglass Jones Nellie M. Jones Anne Lanette Lewis Anna Rene Marshall Tammy Jane McNeely Julie Martin Merritt Elaine Mickel Grace Jean Miller 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1979 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Sandra Kay Messer Ooten Sharon W. Reed Thelma Ann Stutler Ronald Kraig Whitmore Karen Elizabeth Mingo Cassandra Sue Neill Shirley D. Pope Raymond Roger Ross Deborah Mae Howard Scott Judith Ann Shaffer Linda Kaye Shelton Steven Alan Spurlock Walter Wilson Starkey Nancy Paula Stroz Vanessa Schoonover Sweeney Vickie L. Teague Debra Short Trent Mary Kristina Turley Michael G. Ware Sharron Sue Wilson Sheila Renee Wood Debra Hendrick Zuberbuehler 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 
' Bachelor of Science in Nursing Deborah Sue Jividen Rachel Effolia Smith 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree Candidates presented by Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 Evelyn Elizabeth Adkins Robert Gay Anderson Patricia Ann Atkins Harrison Lester Bailey, Jr. Dolly Maxine Blakely Johnnie A. Counts Perry Edward Dalton Jim W. Delgado Gary William Dodd Martha Fidler Emery Michael Craig Enoch Virginia Buresch Fortner Philip Lawrence Fuller Steven Ray Fuller Teresa Jeanne Harrold Virginia Ann Karschnik Douglas Neal Kelly Michael William Larzo Sammy Lee Leffingwell Richard Macnamara Daniel Rutledge Martin Jack R. Mathis Jeff McCallister, Jr. Martha Boggs McClain Bobby G. Oliver Patricia Morgan Painter William Bradner Sayre George Kevin Spanos Gary L. Stapleton Marty Joel Stillpass 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Regents Bachelor of Arts Donald Eugene Bennett Russell Francis Brannon Larry Rush Burks Ronald Eugene Burnette Charlotte Harder DeGroff Russell Leslie Fry Donna Young Glover Nelson Gustavo Hernandez Susanne O'Connor Jones Robert Wayne Morris 
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1979 Regents Bachelor of Arts Lawrence Moore Barrett Richard T reve Carter Donald Joseph Heck Allyson Morgan Suzanne Leigh Schultz James Robert Stewart Cathy Rhea Phillips Nils Edwin Slack Jean Hackney Vickers Larry Melvin Watson David Lee White Michael L. Thomas Thomas Burr Wilkins George Richard Young I 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 Regents Bachelor of Arts Dwight Randal Erwin Wayne Earl Kincaid, Jr. Elisabeth Ann� Ripper Fredric Paul Salstrom Jack Harold Smith Phillip Daniel Summerfield Kerry Brett Winkler 
.. 
• 
Community College 
Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Hines, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 Associate in Applied Science 
Cathy Lynn Adkins 
Lanny Lee Adkins 
Lawrence Edward Alton 
Suzanne Kay Ashworth 
Raddar Mary Atchley 
Sonia Lynn Auffant 
Vasiliki Nickolas Barouxis 
Beverly Lou Berry 
Michele Renee Blanford 
Robin Lynn Basher 
Don Brooks 
Marsha Kay Browning 
Paula Jo Bugg 
Beth Ann Campioni 
Jimmy Ray Christian 
Valarie Elizabeth Clarkson 
Earnest Gregory Claytor 
Dawn Gisele Crabtree· 
Stephen Jeffery Culbertson 
Sandra Louise Davis 
Stephen Thomas De Bord 
Marsha Ann Dennison 
Drema Gale Dickens 
Rebecca Lynn Fricke 
Robert Edward Graham 
Ivy Malinda Hariston 
Jeannie Martin Hale 
Lois Ann Hamrick 
Mark Edward Hardiman 
Stacey Maurice Heath 
Charlotte Mae Hiner 
Terri Lynn Irvin 
Margo Rene Davis Jackson 
Lisa Irene Jessup 
Brenda Faye Johnson 
Susan Dale Keene 
Diane Lisa Kelley 
Carol R. King 
Cheryl Jane Stemple Kittrell 
Victoria Lee Kovach 
Cynthia Ann Lawson 
Alexander Arbuckle Lewis 
Melinda Diane Lewis 
Tammy Elizabeth Lucas 
Mary Alice MacClellan 
Judith Ann Martin 
Denise Lynn Matics 
Elizabeth Adele McAlister 
Gary Michael McComas 
Dreama Stump McDonald 
Stephanie Kaye McFee 
Gloria Skeans Meadows 
Owen Christopher Meadows 
Mary Jane Mullarky 
Julie M. Neal 
Tammy Lea Newhouse 
Teresa Yvette Nowlin 
Cynthia Jane Oakes 
Stephanie Ann Bell Payne 
James Ringle Pulse 
Cynthia Marie Ramsey 
Brenda Jean Ray 
Angela Yvonne Roberts 
Debra Kim Robertson 
Joyce Venable S�hill 
Tonya Lynn Shell 
Paul Andrew Slaatte 
Kimberly Suzanne Smith 
Sandra D. Spence 
Gail Denise Staten 
Bernardine Terry 
Kimberly Sue Watts 
Sharon Lynn West 
Beatrice Kay Whetsel 
Suzanne Marie White 
Rebecca Lynn Williamson 
Sara Gracie Wright 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979 Associate in Applied Science 
Mickey Joseph Akers 
Kathy Sue Alvis 
Clyde Harold Beal 
Billy Joe Betts, Sr. 
Daniel Hylton Bicknell 
Amy Michele Browning 
Steven Andrew Brugnoli 
Susan Diane Caldwell 
David June Cassell 
Sharon Hughes Chandler 
Dottie Hensley Cordell 
LoisAnn Kitty Davis 
Nancy Ann Perry Dorsey 
Barbara Joan Duggan 
Terry Lee Grandstaff 
' 
I' 
Loranzo Dewayne Hairston 
Edward Everett Hauldren 
Tamara Jill Hauldren 
Holly Ann Johnson 
--------
Allen Duane Kuhn 
Sue Ann King Moore 
Nicky Lee Pickens 
Barbara Gail Rider 
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1979 
Associate in Applied Science 
Michael Lee Hackney 
Clyde Jack Rickman 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 
Associate in Applied Science 
Rhonda Nanette Ailiff 
Kimberly Rose Johnson 
Teresa Lea Maxey 
Donald Ray Wilson, II 
Tamara Roberts Ross 
Kathleen Denise Slover 
Shawncie Marla Stewart 
Wanda Lee Ward 
--
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Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1980 
Master of Arts 
Sister Catherine Joseph Ackerman 
Duquesne University Educational Administration 
Karla Aileen Amburgey 
Marshall University Counseling 
Jo Agnes Burnett Anderson 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Emily Jenkins Anthony 
University of Florida English 
Marilyn Ann Armstrong 
Glenville State College Elementary Education 
William James Artrip, III 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Deborah Lynn Bartoe 
West Virginia State College 
Home Economics 
Pamela Marie Basil 
Ohio University Counseling 
Alice Marie Bowen Browning 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Barbara Ellen Templeton Browning 
Marshall University Counseling 
Frances Anne Buchanan 
West Virginia University Special Education Jane Lynn Burdette Marshall University Elementary Education Jessie B. Burdette Marshall University Elementary Education Robert Galen Burroughs Fairmont State College Sociology Harold Lee Butcher Marshall University Educational Administration Barbara Ann Carr Marshall University Counseling Thelma Jo Christian Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Thomas L. Conrad Marshall University Educational Administration Mary Teresa Cooper Marshall University Elementary Education Sharon Christine Cooper Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Tina Lu Vayne Cotton Glenville State College Special Education Richard Lowell Coulter Marshall University Biological Sciences Janice Ruth Cowan Eastern Kentucky State University Speech Pathology and Audiology Sheila Ann Cowan Marshall University Elementary Education Jenny-Jo Marie Crowe Ohio University Library Science Patricia Ann Childers Day Marshall University Reading Education Linda J. Dean Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Patricia Carla Dotson Pikeville College Elementary Education Jennifer Diane Edwards Marshall University Communication Arts Terry Mitchell Elkins Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Fields Marshall University Home Economics Diann Frasher Marshall University Counseling Cynthia Mary Gabriel Wheaton College Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Susan Gall 
West Virginia University Counseling 
Helen Virginia Gardner 
Marshall University Political Science 
Judith Rhule Gillian 
Concord College English 
Gary Clint Gore 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Nancy Buell Graham 
Michigan State University English 
Janet Rose Graver 
Marshall University Special Education 
Robert Charles Griffin 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Jamshid Haghighi 
Pars College of Iran Mathematics 
Javed Hameed 
Florida State University Psychology 
Paul L. Hamilton 
Marshall University Sociology 
Donareeta Lee Hanners 
Morris Harvey College Elementary Education 
Effie Hall Harper 
Pikeville College Elementary Education 
Julia Hughes Pittenger Harper 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
James Frank Hawk 
Marshall University History Graduate School Jo Alice Bradley Heck Patricia Ann Lucas West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Educational Administration Special Education Lois Barbour Holbrook Marshall University Counseling Martin Davis Hurley Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Jane Ellen Johnson Marshall University English Ted J. Johnson Marshall University Counseling Audrey Voncedia Jenkins Joseph Marshall University Elementary Education Aretta Smith Kelley West Virginia State College Library Science Education Edward Parrish Kittinger, Jr. Marshall University Counseling Pamela Susan Korpus Krinock Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology David Duncan Lafferty Morris Harvey College Educational Administration Marsha Dean Lawson Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Peggy A. Light Virginia Polytechnic Institute Counseling Jennifer Sue Linn Marshall University Art Robert Martin Losey Marshall University Political Science Robert Neil Lucas Marshall University Educational Administration William H. Matthews University of Kentucky Political Science B. Darrell MaynardOhio UniversityElementary EducationRaymond Dewayne McGrady Marshall University Counseling Janice Ilene Means Bob Jones University Reading Education Barbara Jeanne Gray Merrill Georgetown College Home Economics Lillian S. Midkiff Marshall University Secondary Education Cletis Edwin Napier Marshall University Music Wanda Cole Napier Marshall University Music Mary Elizabeth Nickels Marshall University Elementary Education Gregory K. Norris Marshall University English Michael Walden O'Dell Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Felicia Ottariano Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Joyce Ann Phillips Morris Harvey College English Thomas Mitchell Plymale Marshall University Educational Administration Jasper Keith Popp Marshall University Music Patricia Vincentia Post West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology Ernest H. Powers Morris Harvey College Business Education Rebecca M. Queen Marshall University Elementary Education Cathy Ann Raynes West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mary Catherine Rose Marshall University Elementary Education Donzella Fullen Ross Marshall University Special Education Dana Edward St. Claire Marshall University Political Science Roger Louis Sanford Marshall University Secondary Education Edith Nanette Seligman Marietta College Art Anthony Felix Serreno West Virginia State College Political Science Jennie Jo Sexton Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mindy Roush Shay Miami University Reading Education Mary Jane Shelton Marshall University Elem�ntary Education Patricia G. Shevac Marshall University Home Economics Kathy Lynn Shook Marshall University Early Childhood Education Mark E. Slaatte Marshall University Political Science Marta Jo Maynard Slater Marshall University Elementary Education Dreama Smith Marshall University Elementary Education Marilyn Lipphardt Smith West Virginia University Reading Education Coral L. Spencer Marshall University Counseling James Strickling Fairmont State College Counseling Sylvene Jarvis Thomas Bluefield State College Business Education Patricia Leigh Thornton Randolph Macon Woman's College English Mary Michael Voelkel Louisiana State University Elementary Education Gregory Paul Wassum Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Ann M. Watts Marshall University Home Economics Susan Marnell Weaver Marshall University Sociology James Donald Wells Davis and Elkins College Political Science Kenneth W. Wolfe Marshall University Educational Administration Stella Wroten Wood Marshall University Reading Education Donna Daneze Woody Marshall University Early Childhood Education Daniel Earl Wright West Virginia Institute of Technology History Nell Sue Wymer West Virginia State College Library Science Education Wei�Chiu Yao College of Chinese Culture Sociology Ronald D. Yost West Virginia State College Counseling Master of Science Remona Frances Dunn Alvis Concord College Safety William Gale Ashley West Virginia State College Safety Steven Gregory Bailey Marshall University Safety 
Graduate School 
·•Mary Diane Blankenship Garry Allen Hall Priscilla Jean Maynard Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Criminal Justice Kerry Dean Bledsoe Larry Dean Huffman Robert Edward McClain, II Indiana University Marshall University Marshall University Biological Sciences Safety Vocational Technical Education Donald Borda Romie C. Hughart, Jr. Andy Joe McClure West Virginia University Marshall University Morris Harvey College Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Safety Curtis Michael Brinkley R. Michael Hyman David Lewis McMasters Bluefield State College Purdue University Angelo State Univesity Safety Health and Physical Education Vocational Technical Education Maury Eugene Bryant Paul Ray Imes Arble Eugene Morgan Bluefield State College Marshall University Concord College Safety Adult Education Safety Glenn Gary Burgess Jerry Wayne Jenkins Joyce Yuvon Morgan Marshall University West Virginia Marshall University Safety Institute of Technology Safety Safety Donna Gayle Bailey Charles Dean Richard Neal Concord College Ivan Johnson Marshall University Safety Marshall University Geography Safety Jonathon Mark Chatfield Charles Edward Nease Marshall University Thurman Jackson Johnson Marshall University Biological Sciences Bluefield State College Health and Physical Education Safety Peter Thomas Corby Raymond Luis Ortega University of New Brunswick Eugene Delbert King Bluefield State College Health and Physical Education California State University Vocational Technical Education Safety Michael Eugene Crowe John Robert Pedro Ohio University Barbara Desaix Langdon West Virginia Biological Sciences Marshall University Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Karen Lynn Froendt Facemyer Glenville State College Mitchell Ray Mace Robert Clayton Price, Ill Vocational Technical Education Glenville State College Marshall University Safety Physical Science William Hamilton Fink West Virginia State College Lossie F. Mahone Raymond A. Reeves Safety Morris Harvey College West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Anthony Michael Grbac West Virginia University Mary Christine Mahone Samuel Lee Reynolds Safety Morris Harvey College Indiana University Vocational Technical Education Biological Sciences Rodney Dale Hagley Marshall University Edward Eugene Marino Sylvia Darline Riffe Biomedical Sciences Marshall University Bluefield State College Safety Adult Education 
Ezra Darrell Simpkins Marshall University 
Health and Physical EducationK. Richard C. SinclairUniversity of Richmond
SafetyCharles V. Slater, Jr. West Virginia State College 
Safety Alan Douglas Stacy University of Kentucky 
Physical Science Raymond E. Stiles, Jr. Hampton Institute 
Safety 
Peggy Ann Currier Talley Shepherd College 
Vocational Technical EducationPaul Randle Tote Bluefield State College 
Safety Ralph Dale Triplett Marshall University 
Safety Rhonda Kay Trull Marshall University 
Criminal Justice Mary Ellen Foster Vaught Morris Harvey College 
Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Mardziyah Binti Abdul Manan Ohio University Business and Commerce Somrudee Amatayakul Kasetsart University Business and Commerce Ali Asghar Assar College of Economics and Sociology Business ar.d Commerce Nasir Hajamou Assar Institute of Banking of Tehran Business and Commerce Larry Keith Ball University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Charles Wayne Blevins Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Robert Broedelet Salem College Business and Commerce Chih-Chu Cheng T amkang College of Arts and Sciences 
Business and Commerce 
Chen-Chun Chien T amkang College Business and Commerce Mohamad Bin Mat Hassan Monmouth College 
Business and Commerce Baharudin Ismail Mara Institute of Technology Business and Commerce John F. King Marshall University Business and Commerce Paiboon Kunanuvat Chulalongkorn University Business and Commerce Avalon Ajang Ledong Ohio University Business and Commerce Chang-Pin Li T amkang College 
Business and Commerce Dharampal S. Mand Tuskegee Institute 
Business and Commerce 
Richard Lee Weekly West Virginia State College 
Safety Robert Lewis Williams Marshall University 
Safety Kim Wesley Wilson Glenville State College 
Health and Physical Education James David Wood Concord College 
Safety Homayoon Mohabbati Institute of Advanced Accounting of Iran Business and Commerce Rokiah Bte Mohamed Western Michigan University 
Business and Commerce Nairn Bin Mohd Noor University of Tennessee 
Business and Commerce Elizabeth A. Morgan Marshall University Business and Commerce Leonard Carlisle Morrison Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Sleeporn Netrabookana Culalongkorn University Business and Commerce Sofiah Mohd Noor Western Michigan University 
Business and Commerce Zabedah Omar Western Michigan University 
Business and Commerce 
Willie Lee Rippy 
Virginia State College Business and Commerce 
Howard Vincent Roberts 
Pikeville College Business and Commerce 
Louella Mae Roebke 
West Virginia University Business and Commerce 
Titivat Rugsaj 
College of Commerce 
of Thailand Business and Commerce 
Mohammad Shahrokh-Hamedani 
College of Translation of Iran Business and Commerce Chadatip Sukunta West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Nian-Nian Szema Providence College Business and Commerce Tien-Hui Tao Soochow· University Business and Commerce Roya T avakolirizi Institute of Banking of Iran Business and Commerce Gary Dane Taylor Marshail University Business and Commerce 
Ungku Ainon Ungku Tahir 
Indiana University Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in J our�alism 
Harry Lee Baisden 
West Virginia University Journalism 
Francis William Byrne, Ill 
Southern Methodist University Journalism 
Joseph Bryant Farruggia 
Marshall University Journalism Barbara Billman Garrett Marshall University Journalism Craig Talbot Greenlee Marshall University Journalism Pong Young Heilian National Taiwan Normal University Journalism Graduate School Wan Abaid B. Wan Ismail Monmouth College Business and Commerce Ling-Yao Wang Soochow University Business and Commerce Wen Hsiang Wang T amkang College of Arts and Sciences Business and Commerce Gerry Lee Washington Ohio State University Business and Commerce Johnny E. Williamson Pikeville College Business and Commerce John Gregory Maher Virginia Wesleyan College Journalism Regis J. Tucci Marshall University Journalism Nicole Amanda Urian Marshall University Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1979
Master of Arts 
Philip Andrew Battista 
Marshall University Sociology 
Helen Ann Bays 
Marshall University Elementary Education Nancy Lea Green Bias Marshall University Early Childhood Education Stephen Ray Bobbitt Marshall University Secondary Education Mary Lou Brown Boothe Marshall University Special Education William Scott Boston Marshall University Educational Administration 
Kathleen Windsor Carson 
Marshall University Counseling 
Patricia Ann Hardin Chevalier 
University of Tennessee Library Science 
Margaret Ann Lycan Clark 
Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Edna Lee Dawson Congleton 
Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Terry Owens Costa 
Marshall University Special Education 
Eleanor McAlister Crews 
Marshall University Sociology 
Nancy Howerton Crockett 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Elsie Jane Smith Curtis 
Marshall University Counseling 
Patty Beard Daniels 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
Phyllis Lambert Doty 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Beverly Lynne Farley 
West Virginia Wesleyan College Biological Sciences 
Karen Merritt Flannery 
Marshall University English 
Margaret Ann Howard Fletcher 
Marshall University Secondary Education 
James Henry Hairston, Sr. 
Bluefield State College Educational Administration Cecilia Ann Hamrick West Virginia University Psychology Diane L. Hanley Marshall University Hom� Economics Rita Meade Hatfield Marshall University Elementary Education Velma Blake Hibbard Marshall University Counseling Mark Alan Howell Salem College History ' Norman Crowell Hunter Marshall University Counseling Mary Rebecca Hurt Marshall University Counseling Melvin Douglas Johnson Marshall University Elementary Education Thelma Jean Tiller Johnson Pikeville College Elementary Education Jack Alan Joy Marietta College Biological Sciences Jerri Ehman Kau&nan Marshall University Early Childhood Education Patsy Hatfield Keck Marshall University History Laura Aldridge Kerns Marshall University Elementary Education James Thomas Lawson Marshall University Elementary Education Judy Marcum Maynard Marshall University Counseling Carrie Vincent McDowell Bennett College Home Economics Katherine Williamson Miller Marshall University Elementary Education Lois Weaver Mounts Pikeville College Elementary Education Silas Willard Mullins, Jr. Marshall University Secondary Education Sandra Lea Murray West Virginia University Special Education Sonya Denise Neely University of North Carolina Counseling Richard Lee Newman Marshall University Communication Arts Sharon Renee Nowling Marshall University Early Childhood Education Jack Keith Phipps Marshall University Educational Administration Brenda Kay Rader Indiana University of Pennsylvania Speech Pathology and Audiology Carolyn Davis Rogers Marshall University Early Childhood Education Susan Kay Sanders Marshall University Elementary Education Gil Walker Sattler Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Clifford Lee Staten 
Marshall University Political Science 
Amy Clemons Steele 
Concord College Elementary Education 
Judith Karen Stennett 
Concord College English 
Deborah Ann Stone 
Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
Yuphin T aecharungroj 
Ramkhamhaeng University Sociology 
Master of Science 
Cecil Adkins, Jr. 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Willis M. Barker, II 
West Virginia University Safety 
George Edward Beard 
West Virginia 
Institute of Technology Safety 
Charles David Betoney 
West Virginia University Safety 
Daniel Scott Bickerton 
Marshall University Biological Sciences 
Dorothy Anderson Blomme 
University of North Carolina Vocational Technical Education 
Roger Dale Bradley 
· West Virginia
Institute of TechnologySafety
Robert Preston Browning 
Glenville State College Adult Education Voravud T anvisuth Washington and Jefferson College Art Alice Blackburn Taylor Pikeville College Elementary Education Kathryn Pierce Vanover Marshall University Early Childhood Education Steven Miller Watts Marshall University Art William Loring Budden Marshall University Biological Sciences Mary Chattin Cline Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Lila Green Coburn • Concord College Safety Ruthanne Stanley Cole Concord College Safety Peter Ramsay Corbett King's College Safety Dennis C. Dallison State University of New York at Stonybrook Vocational Technical Education Mary Catherine Endres Morris Harvey College Safety Jay Gordon Frame Marshall University Safety Graduate School Judith Berdine Webb Marshall University Counseling Linda Dabney West Marshall University English Roxanne Susan Williams Marshall University Communication Arts Song-Zung Yang Chun Yuan Christian College Mathematics Sarah Lynne French Concord College Safety William Patrick Gillespie Carroll College Adult Education Edward Cassidy Hager West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Marshall M. Hamilton West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Charles Michael Holman Marshall University Safety Rebecca Shinn Keefer West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education John Russell Keller Marshall University Safety Susan Morgan Knox West Virginia Wesleyan College Health and Physical Education 
Mary Christine Kessler Kopelman West Virginia University Safety John Harold Laishley Marshall University Criminal Justice Alice Isabelle Liller University of Cincinnati Vocational Technical Education Doris Matherly Lockhart Concord College Safety Harley Marcum Rio Grande College Safety Clyde Yelper McClung Marshall University Safety Charles Ridgely Mc Williams Johns Hopkins University Vocational Technical Education Sandra Ann Phillips Miller West Virginia Wesleyan College Vocational Technical Education Linda Sams Peake Marshall University Adult Education Sandra Gail Webb Poston Concord College Safety Geraldine Ferrell Poulson Morris Harvey College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Alireza Karbala'i Abbassi College of Mass Communications and Science Business and Commerce Tariq N. Ahmad University of Baluchistan Business and Commerce Ibrahim Mohammad Al-Hasnawi Beirut Arab University Business and Commerce Masoomeh Almasi College of Accounting and Finance Business and Commerce Abdul Hussain Faleh Alnasser Beirut Arab University Business and Commerce Omar Ayob Western Michigan University Business and Commerce Areepong Bhoocha-oom Boston University Business and Commerce John Patrick Bowers John Carroll University Business and Commerce William Campbell Brown, Jr. Marshall University Business and Commerce Jonathan Craig Casto Marshall University Business and Commerce Edohoabasi Udotai Edoho University of New York Business and Commerce Roger Wade Erwin Marshall University Business and Commerce Ruth Katharina Hoffmann University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Michael Lee Hutchison Marshall University Business and Commerce Michael Lynn Rodes West Virginia State College Safety Charles Lee Roy Marshall University Safety Ronald Keith Thomas Marshall University Safety Roger Leon Weaver University of Cincinnati Health and Physical Education Carolyn Cannon Welch Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education William Dale Janes Marshall University Business and Commerce Gordon Bunce Jobe Marshall University Business and Commerce Yee-Chai Edward Kwang Hong Kong Baptist College Business and Commerce Wu-Ming Lin National Cheng Chi University Business and Commerce Musni Mohamad Mara Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Abdul Halim Muda Indiana University Business and Commerce Ronald Clyde Myers Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Jeffery Mack Owens Lycoming College Business and Commerce Saowanee Prasopkaew Bangkok College Business and Commerce Kianoosh Rafiee College of Economic Science Business and Commerce Ekchninrt Rugsaj Bangkok College Business and Commerce Mark Warren Savine Marshall University Business and Commerce Curtis Steven Tassen Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in Journalism Helen Coon Carper West Virginia State College Journalism William Michael Schmitt Loyola University Journalism 
Certificate of Advanced Study in Counseling Paul Wayne Hall Marshall University Counseling 
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1979 
Master of Arts Evelyn I. Gleason Adams Morris Harvey College Educational Administration Anita Kay Adkins Marshall University Reading Education Neal Warren Alhadeff Marshall University Special Education Marilyn Darlene Allen Concord College Reading Education Phornthip Amornarthakij Chiangmai University Sociology Catherine Alice Arther Rockford College Special Education Ronald Leland Becker West Virginia Wesleyan College Early Childhood Education Wilma Lynn Bennett Fairmont State College Elementary Education Vicki Lea Bickford Marshall University Early Childhood Education Deanna Leslie Billups Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology ' Graduate School Sayed Mohd Fauzi Tuan Soh Syracuse University Business and Commerce Thitima Vichairatana Chiangmai University Business and Commerce Linda Kay Warren University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Rebecca Lynn Stepto Marshall University Journalism Michele Ann Blackford Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Susan M. Bowles Bowling Green State University Special Education Pamela Kish Burleson Concord College Elementary Education Eileen Ann Butterworth Marshall University Special Education Mary Lewis Campbell Marshall University Educational Administration 
Rufus Rembert Canterbury Marshall University Counseling Freda Adkins Chadwick Marshall University Elementary Education William S. Chafin Morris Harvey College Educational Supervision Cynthia Whitt Chandler University of Kentucky Special Education Joe Clusky Morris Harvey College Educational Administration Marilyn Sue Huffman Colby West Virginia State College Early Childhood Education Terry Lynn Noel Collinsworth Marshall University Counseling Jo Ellen Conley Glenville State College Business Education Katherine Musser Comstock Marshall University Elementary Education Russell Edwin Copeland Marshall University Educational Administration Dorothy June Cox West Virginia State College Sociology Billie Marlene Croaff Marshall University Special Education Florence Louise Crum Marshall University Elementary Education Avanelle H. Cummings Marshall University Elementary Education Shirley Ruth Foster Damron Southwestern College Reading Education Patricia Ann Justus Deel Marshall University Home Economics Richard Allen Facemire West Virginia Wesleyan College Political Science Mary Pat Farrell Millersville State College Special Education Elizabeth Jane Flaugher Marshall University Early Childhood Education Cynthia Diane Fricke Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Jesse Byron Gandee, II Marshall University Counseling Dewetta J. Gay Rio Grande College Early Childhood Education Neva McGuire Gibbs Morris Harvey College Counseling Carol Anita Miller Hager West Virginia State College Reading Education Lisa Bragg Hale Marshall University Elementary Education Susan Ruth Patterson Hamilton Marshall University Reading Education Linda Lewis Harbour Marshall University English Frank David Harsanyi Bluefield State College Counseling Donald Wayne Hartley Clarion State College Special Education Marsha Phillips Hickok Marshall University Elementary Education Cheryl Lynn Hodge Marshall University Counseling Haskell Harold Holley Marshall University Educational Administration Martha Ann Hopkins West Virginia University Special Education Clinton Dale Hudson Concord College Elementary Education Lelia Cristine Hutchison Marshall University Reading Education Peter James Ingram Marshall University Counseling James Lewis Isaac, Jr. Marshall University Educational Administration Debra Jackson Marshall University Communication Arts Leo F. James Francis Marion College Counseling Larry Dale Johnson Marshall University Educational Administration Lelene Rebecca Johnson Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Sally Ann Johnson Marshall University History 
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'".l•''. Graduate School Sue Ann Johnson Jean Stephenson Modlin Kathryn Lynn Robinson Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Elementary Education Reading Education Donna Riggs Jones Anna Cornell Moore Sharon Louise Ruddle Marshall University Madison College Shepherd College Counseling Speech Pathology and Audiology Secondary Education Yvonne Natalie Jones Terry Denise Moschino Ruth Pugh Sawyers Marshall University West Virginia Marshall University Counseling Institute of Technology Special Education Elementary Education Deborah Ellswood Kight Frances Padlo Schena Morris Harvey College Gretchen Elaine Van Meter Oley State University English Pennsylvania State University College at Buffalo Political Science Special Education Robert Stephen Lambert Marshall University Lynn Justice Pack Joann Adkins Scott Special Education Marshall University Pikeville College Secondary Education Elementary Education Katherine Marie Lorea Marshall University Charles Thomas Painter, II Sharon Ross Shaw Special Education Virginia Polytechnic Institute Marshall University Psychology Early Childhood Education Donald L. Lucas Marshall University Elizabeth Griffitts Painter Audry Jean Shuler Educational Administration Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Special Education Robert G. Martin University of Pittsburgh Keith Bradford Parks Sara Mae Singer Psychology Lee College Marshall University Elementary Education Reading Education Roy Lee Matthews Marshall University Charles Henry Pollinger Jane Ellen Weir Slijepcevic Educational Administration Morehead State University Marshall University Music Speech Pathology and Audiology Ronald Jay Maynard Marshall University Mark Lewis Pope Kathryn Burchett Smith Educational Administration Marshall University Marshall University History Early Childhood Education Patricia Huffman Miller Morris Harvey College Terry Lee Porter Nancy Ann Smith Art Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Elementary Education Sally Louise Miller West Virginia University Sally Elizabeth Price Virginia Marie Snapp Speech Pathology and Audiology Marshall University Alderson-Broaddus College Business Education Communication Arts Thomas David Miller Marshall University Elizabeth Ann Rivers Anita Joan Spera Educational Administration Lane College West Virginia State College Early Childhood Education Educational Administration Karen Elizabeth Mitchell Marshall University David Lee Roach Robert Benjamin Steele Mathematics Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Special Education 
--
Connie Lou Strunk Marshall University History Chang-Cheng Daniel Tan Fu Jen University Mathematics Rhonda Braden Tennant Ohio University Elementary Education Malea Luchanne Davis Thompson Marshall University Psychology William A. Tomanek St. Mary's Seminary and University Business Education Brenda Kay Turner Marshall University Educational Administration Donna Lee Turner Waynesburg College Reading Education Master of Science Bethel Belknap Adkins Marshall University Adult Education Linda Skeen Andresen West Virginia State College Adult Education James C. Ball Marshall University Safety William Lewis Cremeans, Jr. Marshall University Biological Sciences Paul Lakin Cummings West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Charlotte Anne Kelley Dillon Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Kathy Arnold Van Matre Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Katherine Louise Waddle Ohio University Early Childhood Education Forest Laird Wamsley Marshall University Special Education Demmie Darlene Adkins Webb Marshall University Art Aileen Dillon White Marshall University Reading Education Bonnie June Wilcox Marietta College Special Education Ruth Ann Randolph Hutchison Morris Harvey College Vocational Technical Education Glada Sue Ray Kinison West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education David Warren Long Susquehanna University Chemistry Gail Settle Losch West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Kathy E. Mack Eastern Kentucky University Health and Physical Education Jennifer S. Wilson Marshall University Reading Education Dolly Wood Withrow West Virginia State College English Emma Portz Withrow West Virginia University Early Childhood Education Karen Marcum Woods West Virginia Institute of Technology Counseling Peng Yu-Hua Yang National Chung Hsing University Sociology Mary Elizabeth Linger Young Concord College Library Science Education Kim Lee Martin Marshall University Safety Glennis Paul McNair, Jr. Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Jo Ann Jones Miller Marshall University Adult Education Frederick DeWitt Pyles Salem College Vocational Technical Education Rudolph Andrew Raynes, Jr. Concord College Safety Phyllis Faye Rife West Virginia University Safety 
Larry B. Robards West Texas State University Health and Physical Education Gary Lee Runyon Marshall University Safety Leon Holsten Ryan, III West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Sylvia Harvey Sexton Concord College Adult Education Nancy Miles Sims Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Ronald Lee Stanevich West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Linda Lee Terhune Marietta College Health and Physical Education Floyd Leonard Thomas Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Lawrence Homer Vaughan Marshall University Safety Gladys Dobey Washington Marshall University Adult Education 
Master of Business Administration Mohammad Anoon Alshammary Al-Mustansiriyah University Business and Commerce Siamak Saedi Araghi College of Accounting of Iran Business and Commerce Buren Carl Chandler Marshall University Business and Commerce Offiong S. Daniel Portland State University Business and Commerce Larry G. Fetzer University of Illinois Business and Commerce Charles Willard Jewell, Jr. West Virginia University Business and Commerce Paul Fredrick Johnson Marshall University Business and Commerce Alan Bruce Kerns West Virginia Institute of Technology Business and Commerce John Frederick Leaberry Marshall University Business and Commerce James Lee Mann Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in Journalism Celeste Anne Winters Marshall University Journalism Graduate School Scottie V. Westfall, II Glenville State College Health and Physical Education Larry Allen Williams Glenville State College Health and Physical Education Thomas Ching-Cherng Yang National Chung Hsing University Chemistry Arzie Elaine Y oak Morris Harvey College Vocational Technical Education James Franklin McKinney Marshall University Business and Commerce Todd Byers Morgan Susquehanna University Business and Commerce George Ferguson Nkanang Gannon College Business and Commerce Jesse Fred Riley Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1979 Master of Arts Johnnie Herbert Adkins Michael Vaughn Carter Elizabeth Ord Elkins Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Sodology Early Childhood Education Robert Ernest Adkins Frances Ellen Clark Brenda Kay Ferrell Morris Harvey College Morris Harvey College Marshall University Educational Administration Spedal Education Early Childhood Education Michael Milton Akers Bruce Edward Clay Peggy Miller Fillmore Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Psychology Elementary Education James William Allen, Jr. Cathy Lynn Cobb Joan H. Fontana Virginia Polytechnic Institute Concord College Sacred Heart Dominican College Secondary Education Early Childhood Education Social Studies Madeleine (Mandy) Baldridge Paul Wright Collins Tracy Lane Foster University of Florida West Liberty State College Marshall University Library Science Education English Secondary Education Cheryl Linn Barry Anne Melissa Combs Joseph Michael Gala Marshall University Murray State University West Liberty State College Reading Education Psychology Educational Administration Anita Gail Belville Barbara Ridenbaugh Conley Richard Samuel Glass Rio Grande College Morehead State University Davis and Elkins College Educational Administration Elementary Education Music Sherri Edwards Bisogn() Wanda Arlene Toler Cook Jo Anna McClelland Hardin Marshall University Marshall University Berea College Secondary Education Secondary Education Elementary Education Margaret Susan Black Wesleigh Elmer Daniel Fred E. Hardy Marshall University Marshall University Ohio University Elementary Education Educational Administration Elementary Education Eddie Lowell Bowen Martha Lee Crane Danielson Steven Russell Huffman Marshall University Gordon College West Virginia Educational Administration Special Education Institute of Technology Debra Ann Brewster Carla Jean Davis Secondary Education Glenville State College Marshall University Roger Keith Keefer Reading Education Special Education Marshall University Educational Administration Phyllis Pamela Brown Stephen N. Duckworth Ohio State University Fairmont State College Gloria Jean Martin King Elementary Education Art Bluefield State College Counseling 
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HitFt 
Tricia Ann Williams Knight Marshall University Elementary Education Terry Hensley Lawson Marshall University Elementary Education Marilyn Ann Kerr Mauck Marshall University Art Charles Darrell Maynard Ohio University Elementary Education Beatrice Tomblin McChesney Marshall University Early Childhood Education Marsha Starr McComas Concord College Elementary Education Sorrella Stone McComis Marshall University Secondary Education Diana Grace Harless Meade Marshall University Elementary Education Ronald Larry Mercer Ohio University Communication Arts Paul Fenton Miller Piedmont College Educational Administration Anita Troxell Mills West Virginia Wesleyan College Elementary Education Frances Stukins Milstead Marshall University Elementary Education Felicidad Mozo Montero Marshall University Counseling Donna Sue Moore Marshall University Elementary Education Peggy Marcum Moore Marshall University Elementary Education Eleanor Carlsen Moser Marshall University Counseling Michael Hoy Mullins West Virginia University Music Lesley Ellen Nall Marshall University Geography Bruce Stephen Neale Marshall University Secondary Education James Elton Nelson Marshall University Educational Administration Brenda Bunch Nunley Marshall University Early Childhood Education Nina Wolfe Perdue Marshall University Elementary Education Linda Darlene Perry Marshall University Early Childhood Education Diane Louise Henry Redman Marshall University Early Childhood Education Teresa Lynn Sarsfield Marshall University Elementary Education Irvin Lloyd Scarberry Marshall University Elementary Education Margaret Ann Phelps Schaaf University of Delaware Music Lois Ann Momeyer Shafer Chatham College Music Graduate School Barbara Ennis Sisarcick West Liberty State College Educational Administration Pamela Patrice Skiles Marshall University Counseling David L. Smith West Virginia State College Biological Sciences Ora Helen Barrett Smith Marshall University Early Childhood Education Flora Anne Smithson West Virginia Institute of Technology Music Rebecca Allison Sparrow Marshall University Elementary Education Aleta Jean Stephen Michigan State University Communication Arts Katie Williamson Thompson Marshall University Elementary Education Thurman David Thompson Marshall University Elementary Education Marion Ruth Tornell West Virginia Wesleyan College Special Education Thomas Richard Tull Morris Harvey College History Rosanna Nogosky Vallo Marshall University Elementary Education Flordelis Lopez Vidal Philippine Women's University Library Science Education David Craig Waltz Eastern Kentucky University Art .. 
Karen Marie Wheeler 
Concord College Early Childhood Education 
Ann Frances Wood 
West Virginia University Communication Arts Master of Science 
Teresa Hill Campbell 
West Virginia State College Adult Education 
Wanda Booth Christian 
Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
James Lewis Dennis, III 
Glenville State College Physical Science 
Lottie Sanders Dinda 
Alderson-Broaddus College Vocational Technical Education 
Dianna Faye Flanagan 
Marshall University Adult Education 
Edwin Eugene Fullerton 
Marshall University Physical Science Becky Ann Yoho Marshall University Speech Robert Wayne Gatewood Marshall University Biological Sciences Jeffry H. Hall West Virginia University Safety David Lynn Harsh Glenville State College Safety Carter Johnson Marshall University Geography Edith Joan Hardy Miller Wheaton College Vocational Technical Education William Howard Perdue Marshall University Safety Master of Business Administration 
Vei-Hui Chang 
Feng Chia College Business and Commerce 
Habibollah Mohammadi 
Iran National University Business and Commerce Katherine M. Schneider Vanderbilt University Business and Commerce Behrouz Shirdel Iranian Institute of Accounting Business and Commerce Martha Adcock Zinger George Washington University Psychology William Earl Ramsey Morris Harvey College Safety William Oran Rice Glenville State College Safety David Brent Smith Fairmont State College Safety Diana Carol Browning Smith Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Agnes Saul Wooters West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Thomas Lynn Wilson Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Graduate Theses May, 1980 Kerry Dean Bledsoe Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter Electrophoretic Analysis of Genetic Variability in Hatchery and Wild Populations of Salmo Gairdneri (Richardson) (Salmonidae) in West Virginia. Michael Eugene Crowe Biological Sciences Dr. E. Bowie Kahle Changes in Rat Metabolism and Thyroid Gland Activity After Parenteral  Administration o f  Quercetin and Tricin.Romie C. Hughart, Jr. Biological Sciences Dr. Ralph W. Taylor The Unionacea of Elk River. Samuel Lee Reynolds Biological Sciences Dr. Michael Seidel An Electrophoretic and Mor­phological Analysis of the Musk Tur­tle, Sternotherus Odoratus (Latreille), (Family Kinostemidae). Daniel Earl Wright History Dr. Charles V. Bias Hulett C. Smith and His Pursuit of Excellence December, 1979 Daniel S. Bickerton Biological Sciences Prof. W. Gene Frum American Woodcock at McClintic Wildlife Station, Mason County, West Virginia; Singing Grounds and Summer Fields, 1976-1978. William Loring Budden Biological Sciences Dr. E. Bowie Kahle Estrogen Receptor Response in the Hypothalamus, Pituitary and Uterus of Immature Female Rats to Coumestrol (A Polyphenolic Plant Compound) Via Different Routes of Administration. Helen Coon Carper Journalism Dr. Deryl R. Leaming Law and the Press in West Virginia. August, 1979 James C. Ball Occupational, Adult and Safety Education Prof. James B. Stone Extent of Exposure to Inorganic Lead in the Automobile Radiator Repair In­dustry. Dorothy J. Cox Sociology Dr. 0. Norman Simpkins A Marginal Group in West Virginia: An Historical and Cultural Study. William L. Cremeans, Jr. Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter Proposed Environmental Impacts of the Gallipolis Locks and Dam Replacement, Ohio River Mile 279.2, on the Benthic Macro in Vertebrates and Fishes of Flatfoot Creek, Mason County, West Virginia. David W. Long Chemistry Dr. Arthur R. Lepley Cidnp Studies on the o»-Alkylation Reaction and the Reactions Between Benzyl Halides and Organolithium Compounds. Mark L. Pope History Dr. Donna J. Spindel The Influence of the English Common Law on American Jurisprudence as Seen Through the Writings of Blackstone, Kent and Story. Thomas Ching-Cherng Yang Chemistry Dr. John W. Larson The Volume Change of the Reaction Between Aqueous Na±, K +, Rb+, Cs+, NH+4,Sr+2,Ba+2, and Pb+ 2 Solutions with Aqueous 18-Crown-6 Solution.July, 1979 Michael Vaughn Carter Sociology Dr. 0. Norman Simpkins Religious Language and Collective Action: A Study of Voluntarism in a Rural Appalachian Church. Robert W. Gatewood Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter Biological Life History of the Alderfly Sialis Aequalis Banks from Flatfoot Creek, Mason County, West Virginia (Megaloptera: Sialidae) Thomas R. Tull History Dr. Robert F. Maddox Van A. Bittner: A Labor Leader for Dynamic Times 4 


